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1. Introduction 

Overview 

Battle of Memes ($BAOM) is a revolutionary crypto project offering a unique Memecoin 

Fight Club where various memecoins engage in epic battles against each other. Our goal 

is to create an exciting and dynamic platform that redefines the world of memecoins. 

 

Mission and Vision 

Our mission is to entertain and connect the crypto community through thrilling and 

innovative battle mechanisms. We aim to establish $BAOM as the leading platform for 

memecoin battles, creating long-term value for our investors and users. 

 

Market Analysis 

The crypto market landscape is dynamic and growing steadily. Memecoins have gained 

significant popularity in recent years, offering tremendous potential for entertainment 

and investment. $BAOM aims to leverage this potential and take memecoin battles to a 

new level. 

 

 

2. The Battle of Memes Concept 

What is Battle of Memes? 

Battle of Memes is a digital fight club where memecoins engage in 1:1 duels. Users can 

support their favorite memecoins and participate in the battles. 

 

How Does the Memecoin Fight Club Work? 

Memecoins compete in various categories and stakes. The winner is determined through 

a combination of community votes and algorithmic evaluations. High stakes and 

spectacular battles ensure maximum excitement. 

 

The Character FOGE and His Role 

FOGE, the Fight Doge, is the legendary figure and the face of Battle of Memes. As an 

undefeated champion and moderator, he guides users through the battles, providing an 

unforgettable experience. 

 

 

3. Technology and Platform 

Technological Foundation 

$BAOM is based on robust blockchain technology, ensuring security, transparency, and 

scalability. 

 

Platform Architecture 

The platform uses smart contracts to ensure fair and secure battles. All transactions and 

outcomes are stored in a decentralized and immutable manner. 

 

Security Measures 

To ensure the platform's integrity, we implement state-of-the-art security protocols and 

conduct regular audits by independent security firms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Tokenomics 

$BAOM Token Overview 

The $BAOM token is the heart of our platform. It is used for entering battles, voting, 

rewards, and more. 

 

Distribution and Allocation 

• Total Supply: 1 billion $BAOM tokens 

• Presale: 59% 

• Marketing/Partnerships: 15% 

• Liquidity/Dex: 11% 

• Exchanges/Cex Listings: 10% 

• Airdrop/Arena: 5% 

 

Incentive Mechanisms 

Users are incentivized through various means such as airdrops, rewards, and exclusive 

access to participate in the Battle of Memes and hold $BAOM tokens. 

 

 

5. Use Cases and Benefits 

For Investors 

Investors benefit from the potential appreciation of the $BAOM token as well as regular 

rewards and exclusive access. 

 

For Users 

Users can participate in exciting battles, earn rewards, and be part of a growing 

community. 

 

For Partners 

Partners benefit from the platform's reach and visibility as well as joint marketing and 

promotional activities. 

 

 

6. Roadmap 

BEFORE PRESALE 

• Top-Tier Brand Ambassador: Securing one of the most renowned US musicians as 

a brand ambassador. Stay tuned for more! 

• Largest Global Marketing Campaign: Promoting across diverse teams on every 

continent, reaching over 115 million followers and engaging over 100 influential 

promoters. 

• Announcement of Presale Launch: Kicking off the presale with a strong community 

of 100,000 - 200,000 members, ensuring an epic start. 

• Grand Unveiling of the $BAOM Fight Club: Preparing for the launch of our 

revolutionary Telegram Click2Earn BAOM Click-Gaming App. 

 

AFTER PRESALE 

• Premium Trading Experiences on Raydium and Jupiter: Inclusion on Raydium and 

Jupiter for premium trading experiences. 

• Agreed Trending: Listing on CoinMarketCap, DexTools, DexScreener, and more. 

• Further Listings on Tier 1 & 2 CEX: Direct follow-up listings after the presale. 

• Multi-Million Dollar Marketing Campaign: Launching our epic marketing campaign 

to catapult $BAOM into the global spotlight. 

• Promotions in the Big 3: Conducting epic promotional campaigns in Las Vegas 

Sphere, New York Times Square, and Dubai's majestic Burj Khalifa. 

 

 

 

 

 



MONTH 1 

• Community Expansion: Expanding the community to one million active members. 

• $1 Billion Market Cap: Targeting a market cap milestone of $1 billion for $BAOM. 

• Prestige Listings on CEX: Listings on prestigious central exchanges (CEX). 

• Unveiling a Groundbreaking BattleofMemes Episode: Revealing FOGE's hidden 

past and ramping up excitement for the upcoming fights. 

• Launch of a Mysterious Clue Campaign: Drawing attention to upcoming duels and 

engaging fans in the narrative. 

• Release of an Exclusive Merchandise Collection: Releasing merchandise 

embodying the essence of FOGE and Battle of Memes. 

• Announcement of an Artist Partnership: Creating a stunning art installation 

capturing the spirit of Battle of Memes. 

 

MONTH 2 

• Spectacular Start of the First Battle: Launching the first battle with over one 

million community members. 

• Epic Showdown in Championship Round 1: PEPE VS SHIB: Conducting a 

spectacular fight between PEPE and SHIB. 

• Unveiling BAOM Digital Fight Club Version 2: Launching the upgraded version of 

our platform. 

• Further Groundbreaking BattleofMemes Episode: Continuing to reveal FOGE's past 

and build excitement. 

• Continuation of Clue Campaign: Providing further clues about upcoming duels and 

engaging fans in the story. 

 

COMING SOON 

• UFC Top Fighter Cooperation and Brand Sponsorship: Collaborating with top UFC 

fighters and sponsoring events. 

• BAOM Mainnet Blockchain Beta Release: Releasing the beta version of our own 

blockchain. 

• Launch of BAOM CEX: Starting our own central exchange for $BAOM and other 

cryptocurrencies. 

 

 

7. Team and Partners 

Team Members 

Our core team consists of experienced professionals in blockchain, marketing, and 

entertainment. 

 

Advisors 

We work with renowned advisors who support us in strategic direction and 

implementation. 

 

Partnerships 

We have partnerships with leading companies and platforms to ensure $BAOM's success. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. Community and Marketing Strategy 

Community Building 

We rely on a strong and engaged community actively involved in the platform's 

development. 

 

Marketing Initiatives 

Our marketing strategy includes global campaigns, influencer marketing, and community 

events. 

 

Engagement Strategies 

We keep our community active and engaged through regular updates, contests, and 

rewards. 

 

 

9. Risks and Challenges 

Market Risks 

The volatility of the crypto market poses a risk, which we mitigate through a robust 

strategy and diversification. 

 

Technological Risks 

Technological challenges and security threats are addressed through regular audits and 

updates. 

 

 

10. Conclusion 

Summary 

$BAOM is more than just a memecoin. It is a platform that combines entertainment, 

investment, and community. We invite you to join this revolutionary journey. 
 




